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Abstract:
Privacy constraints are atomic constraints on the use, display, retention, storage and propagation of identity data. When combined with policy frameworks such as WS-Policy, such assertions can be used to describe composite constraints on identity data.
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1. Introduction

Privacy constraints describe fundamental constraints on the propagation, usage, retention, storage and display of identity data. Increasingly, there is concern regarding appropriate use of identity data and Privacy constraints allow the expressions of constraints over the processing of such data.

This document describes a small set of atomic privacy constraints. They are not meant to be exhaustive and we fully expect that communities will define additional assertions based on geography, industry and law.

Using policy frameworks such as WS-Policy, authorities (custodians of identity data, end-users) and consumers (applications, enterprises) can use Privacy constraints to describe composite constraints on identity data. For authorities, this takes the form of indicating the conditions under which data is being released; for consumers this takes the form of indicating the conditions that will govern their use of data.

Privacy constraints describe conditions under which identity data is sought or released. Exactly how Privacy constraints would be used in practice is outside the scope of this work. Depending in business context, they may be added to message flows in protocols or viewed as meta-data associated with identity data.

Generally, when a privacy constraint is bound to a request for some attribute, it is interpreted as a 'commitment' the requestor is making with respect to its actions should it receive the attribute, when bound to a response carrying an attribute, a constraint is interpreted as an 'obligation' attendant upon the recipient.

This document does not define how the binding of privacy statements to messages or metadata would be secured.

1.1. Example

The following is an example of a privacy constraint within WS-Policy. Such a policy might be offered by a user (or a software agent acting on the users behalf) concerning the release of the user's name, address and phone number to an marketing application. It presents a set of conditions about the treatment of identity data which need to be followed by the application.

```
1: <wsp:Policy>
2:    <wsp:All>
3:      <pri:PurposeConstraint
4:        Issuer="urn:liberty:names:1.0:igf:pri:entity:user">
5:        ref="urn:mycorp:2007:marketing"/>
6:      <pri:PropagateConstraint
```
[a1]-[a2] and [a17]-[a18] illustrate the use of WS-Policy to aggregate multiple atomic privacy
constraints into a single policy object.
[a3]-[a5] indicate the purpose for which data is released. [a6]-[a8] indicate that the data items
should not be propagated outside the administrative domain within which the service operates.
[a9]-[a16] indicate that data items will not be persisted to store, and should be cached in memory
for a maximum period of 23 hours and 59 minutes.

1.2. Namespaces

Conventional XML namespace prefixes are used throughout the listings in this specification to
stand for their respective namespaces, whether or not a namespace declaration is present in the
example:

- The prefix pri: stands for the namespace defined in this specification
  (urn:liberty:names:1.0:igf:pri).
- The prefix xs: stands for the W3C XML schema namespace
  (http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema).
- The prefix wsp: stands for the Web Services Policy (http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema).

1.3. Notation

This specification contains schema conforming to W3C XML Schema and normative text to
describe the syntax and semantics of XML-encoded policy statements.

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
specification are to be interpreted as described in IETF RFC 2119 [RFC2119].
These keywords are thus capitalized when used to unambiguously specify requirements over protocol and application features and behavior that affect the interoperability and security of implementations. When these words are not capitalized, they are meant in their natural-language sense.
2. Privacy Constraints

2.1. Attributes

We define a single global attribute describing the entity which issued or contributed the assertion.

<attribute name="Issuer" type="anyURI"/>

This specification defines one standard URI value for the Issuer attribute. Other URIs can be defined.

- urn:liberty:names:1.0:igf:pr:entity:user
  - Indicates that the assertion was contributed by the end-user.

2.2. PurposeConstraint

Describes the usage context in which data is sought or the context in which data is being provided.

<element name="PurposeConstraint">
  <complexType>
    <attribute ref="pr:Issuer"/>
    <attribute name="uri" type="anyURI" use="required"/>
  </complexType>
</element>

This specification defines a single standard URI for constraining purpose.

- urn:liberty:names:1.0:igf:pr:purp:context
  - Indicates that the purpose for which the data value is sought SHOULD be determined from application context.

The application context may be determined in many different ways, including for example, by examining the message carrying the constraint.

Our expectation is that communities will define additional URIs based on rules for industry verticals and national jurisdictions.

2.3. PropagateConstraint
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Describes constraints on the services or end-points to which the data may be propagated or forwarded.

```xml
<element name="PropagateConstraint">
  <complexType>
    <attribute ref="pri:Issuer"/>
    <attribute name="uri" type="anyURI" use="required"/>
  </complexType>
</element>
```

This specification defines a single standard URI for constraining propagation.

- urn:liberty:names:1.0:igf:pri:propagate:requestor
  - Indicates that the data value MUST NOT be propagated beyond the requestor.

Other entities for which it might be relevant to constrain propagation might include service, server, department, end-point, etc. The expectation is that such constraints would be defined in other profiles.

2.4. RetentionConstraint

Indicates whether the data value can be retained by the requestor, in memory or otherwise, and, optionally the time period for which it can be retained.

```xml
<element name="RetentionConstraint">
  <complexType>
    <attribute ref="pri:Issuer"/>
    <attribute name="uri" type="anyURI" use="required"/>
  </complexType>
</element>
```

This specification defines five standard URIs for constraining retention.

- urn:liberty:names:1.0:igf:pri:retention:nocache
  - Indicates that the data value MUST NOT be cached or persisted and should be overwritten after a single use.

- urn:liberty:names:1.0:igf:pri:retention:transient
  - Indicates that the data value MAY be held in memory cache but MUST NOT be persisted.

- urn:liberty:names:1.0:igf:pri:retention:persist
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241  o Indicates that the data value MAY be persisted.

242    * urn:liberty:names:1.0:igf:pri:retention:persist:encrypt

243  o Indicates that the data value MUST be encrypted when copied to persistent

244    store.

245    * urn:liberty:names:1.0:igf:pri:retention:nolog

246  o Indicates that the data value MUST NOT be written to log.

247 2.4.1. LifetimeConstraint

248 The time period for which data MAY be retained for active use by the requestor.

249 <element name="LifeTimeConstraint">
250   <complexType>
251     <choice>
252       <sequence>
253         <element name="Minutes" type="int"/>
254         <element name="Hours" type="int"/>
255       </sequence>
256     <sequence>
257       <element name="StartTime" type="dateTime"/>
258       <element name="EndTime" type="dateTime"/>
259       </sequence>
260     </choice>
261     <attribute ref="pri:Issuer"/>
262   </complexType>
263 </element>

264 2.5. DataLossOrBreachConstraint

265 Describes the entities (e.g. business or government authority, the user, etc) to be informed if the

266  data is lost or compromised.

267 <element name="DataLossOrBreachConstraint">
268   <complexType>
269     <attribute ref="pri:Issuer"/>
270     <attribute name="uri" type="anyURI" use="required"/>
271   </complexType>
272 </element>

273 This specification defines two standard URIs for constraining breach reporting.
274  ● urn:liberty:names:1.0:igf:breachreport:end-user
275       ○ Indicates that the breach MUST be reported to the relevant end-user.
276  ● urn:liberty:names:1.0:igf:breachreport:source
277       ○ Indicates that the breach MUST be reported to the original source.

2.6. ContractOrLegalConstraint

Indicates the contractual or legal context governing the sharing of identity attributes.

<element name="ContractOrLegalConstraint">
    <complexType>
        <attribute ref="pri:Issuer"/>
        <attribute name="uri" type="anyURI" use="required"/>
    </complexType>
</element>

This specification defines a single standard URI for constraining contract or legal context.


○ Indicates that the contractual or legal context under which the data value is sought SHOULD be determined from application context.

Our expectation is that communities will define additional URIs based on rules for industry verticals and national jurisdictions.

2.7. DataMaskConstraint

Describes components of string data which should be masked when data is displayed or logged.

<element name="DataMaskConstraint">
    <complexType>
        <attribute ref="pri:Issuer"/>
        <attribute name="Pattern" type="string" use="required"/>
    </complexType>
</element>
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